IDEA # 13

All-In-One Laundry Bag Wash System
Not that I am THAT lazy about doing wash,
but it’s just that I have lots of other better
things to do with my time. I’m a very busy
person! So I think that the current wash
system is just awkward, slow, cumbersome,
and that it might possibly be improved
upon… slightly.

Only Slightly?
Yes only slightly. This is just a quick spurt
idea that was born out of nothing more
than being your average disgruntled
laundry doer. Although, aren’t most
laundry doers disgruntled? I mean, who
really wants to spend any amount of time
dealing with stinky socks.

Would you hurry up and get to the idea already, this one is even dumber than
all your previous ones put together.
Well SORRY, I guess someone had a bad day, mr./mrs. Sourpuss. Anyways, so the idea is pretty simple,
and yes it is true that this is just a filler idea more than anything else. I promise next month’s idea will
be slightly better. Only slightly? Yes, only slightly.
OK, so here’s my idea, after wasting all that time building up to it, it can be summed with nothing more
than what we have in the title. I want a washing system that works the following way:
Step 1: Put dirty laundry in bag.
Step 2: Put bag in washer/dryer All-In-One device.
Step 2B: Press start button.
Step 3: Take laundry out of washer.
Step 4: Done!

Woooooooooo doing laundry is fun again!
Ok so maybe that was somewhat lame. But, you know you’d want to buy it if it existed. Actually, it
most likely does exist, I was simply too lazy busy to Google it.

Now if they could only make a device to fold and put the clothing away too.

